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VOLUME OF LINE BUNDLES VIA VALUATION VECTORS
(DIFFERENT FROM OKOUNKOV BODIES)
O. BRAUNLING
Abstract. Up to a factor 1/n!, the volume of a big line bundle agrees with the Euclidean
volume of its Okounkov body. The latter is the convex hull of top rank valuation vectors
of sections, all with respect to a single flag. In this text we give a different volume formula,
valid in the ample cone, also based on top rank valuation vectors, but mixing data along
several different flags.
A recent paper of Ku¨ronya and Lozovanu uses an interesting viewpoint to study Newton–
Okounkov bodies ∆v(D) of surfaces: The valuation vectors whose convex hull forms ∆v(D)
can be interpreted as local intersection numbers, [KL18, Remark 1.8]. This idea is the starting
point for this text. A priori unrelated to this, work of Parshin expresses global intersection
numbers in terms of rank n valuation vectors [Par83]. In this paper we combine both ideas.
We get a new formula for the volume of D, using valuation vectors belonging to a number
of different valuations/flags. As such, it is of a quite different nature than the construction
of Okounkov bodies, which uses only a single valuation. Pursuing this idea, we are led to
a formula whose summands all have the shape “ 1n! det(. . .)”, which has a very tempting
interpretation as the volume of an n-simplex. Although it remains an unresolved mystery,
this suggests that our formula might also have an interpretation in terms of convex polytopes
− albeit necessarily of a different nature than Okounkov bodies.
Let us explain this a little slower and more carefully: If x1, . . . , xn ∈ Rn are vectors, then
by
(0.1) simplex
〈
x1, x2, . . . , xn
〉
we refer to the oriented simplex formed as the convex hull of {0, x1, x2, . . . , xn}. We also
remember the orientation, i.e. whether x1, x2, . . . , xn define the standard orientation or not.
It has a (signed) volume,
(0.2) Vol simplex
〈
x1, x2, . . . , xn
〉
=
1
n!
det
[
xi
]
i=1,...,n
.
Any divisor D on an irreducible n-dimensional smooth projective variety X/k has an invariant
called its ‘volume’. This invariant is usually defined in terms of the growth of global sections
under taking powers of the attached line bundle. Over C, and if D happens to be very ample,
one can alternatively pull back the Fubini–Study metric of PNC along the associated projective
embedding
X ↪→ PNC
and then the Riemannian metric volume of X can also be taken as the definition, at least
after rescaling it by the factor 1n! . However, the concept of ‘volume’ can also be understood
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2 O. BRAUNLING
as the real volume of a convex body in Euclidean space. To do this, pick a top rank valuation
v : k (X)
× → Znlex on the function field of X, and define
∆v(D) := closed convex hull
{
1
m
v(s)
}
s,m
inside Rn,
where (s,m) runs through all pairs m ≥ 1 and s ∈ H0(X,OX(mD)) \ {0}. This is the so-
called Newton–Okounkov body of D for the valuation v. Changing the valuation gives different
convex bodies ∆(−)(D), but they always have the same volume. This volume is again 1n! -th
of the birational ‘volume’. This characterization of volume is due to Lazarsfeld and Mustat¸a˘
[LM09].
Let us focus on a rather special situation: Assume that D is ample and that the so-called
graded semigroup Γv(D) is finitely generated (we define this carefully later). Then we can
phrase the above fact in a stronger form: For m  1 big enough to make mD very ample,
we get a local trivialization (Uα, hα)α∈I of mD as a Cartier divisor on a finite open cover
(Uα)α∈I ; each hα comes from a global section of OX(mD), and moreover
∆v(D) = convex hull
{
1
m
v(hα)
}
α∈I
.
In particular, in this case ∆v(D) is a convex polytope. By a ‘local trivialization as a Cartier
divisor’ we mean an explicit Cˇech 0-cocycle Hˇ0({Uα},K×X/O×X). Note that we take the convex
hull running over local equations hα, but all with respect to the same valuation. Our main
result gives a different formula for the volume of D. It
(A) also uses only the global sections hα as above, but
(B) with respect to a family of different top rank valuations w,
depending on the global geometry of the variety.
Main Theorem. Let X/k be an irreducible smooth projective variety of dimension n.
(1) Let v : k (X)
× → Znlex be a top rank valuation.
(2) Let D be an ample divisor.
(3) Suppose the graded semigroup Γv(D) is finitely generated.
(4) Choose m ≥ 1 such that mD is very ample.
Then there is a local trivialization of mD as a Cartier divisor, (Uα, hα)α∈I such that the
hα are restrictions of global sections to the opens Uα. Moreover,
Vol
(
convex hull
α∈I
(
1
m
v(hα)
))
=
∑
w
n∑
c=0
(−1)c[k (w) : k](0.3)
Vol simplex
〈
w(hα0(w)), . . .
̂w(hαc(w)) . . . , w(hαn(w))
〉
.
Here w runs over a finite set of top rank valuations w : k (X)
× → Znlex and there are well-
defined values αi(w) ∈ I attached to each. We write k (w) to denote the residue field of w.
Both sides of the equation agree with the volume of the Newton–Okounkov body.
This is a shortened formulation of our Theorem 3.17. The full version of the theorem
explains where the valuations w and the values αi(w) come from and how to determine
them. It turns out that they will be canonically determined once any trivialization with such
properties is chosen. However, the full story is somewhat involved (it involves the set G of
Definition 3.11 if you wish to jump ahead).
Note that we have the global sections h(−) on both sides of the equation, but only the
chosen fixed valuation v on the left, while several different valuations appear on the right. It
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is too complicated to describe here how the w arise, but their choice is independent of the
choice of v. In particular, in a general situation, v will not appear among the w on the right
side.
The statement of the main theorem is quite convoluted, so let us stress the main point
informally:
Slogan. If D is very ample, there is a formula
Volume of Okounkov body = Z-linear comb. of volumes of n-simplices
convex hull of v(h(−)) simplices with vertices at w(h(−))
for a finite number of valuations w,
where the h(−) are global sections which restrict on opens of a finite open cover to local
trivializations of D as a Cartier divisor.
We will explicitly evaluate both sides of our formula in a family of examples on Hirzebruch
surfaces. Just to get into the “look & feel” how our formula may look in a concrete example
case:
Vol (convex hull (v(h0); v(h2); v(h4); 0)) =(0.4)
1
2
det
(
w1(h4) w1(h2)
w2(h4) w2(h2)
)
− 1
2
det
(
w1(h0) w1(h2)
w2(h0) w2(h2)
)
+
1
2
det
(
w1(h0) w1(h4)
w2(h0) w2(h4)
)
− 1
2
det
(
w′1(h0) w
′
1(h4)
w′2(h0) w
′
2(h4)
)
.
We refer to §4 for notation and details. Three top rank valuations v, w and w′ appear in this
formula.
We have chosen a particularly provocative formulation in Equation 0.3. In principle we
are only comparing volumes, so we could also have spelled out the volume of the simplices
on the right-hand side. However, since the vertices entering the convex geometry on the left
and right side look so similar, I would dream that this equality might just be a “shadow” of
a stronger identity. For example, writing
4w :=
for the n-simplices on the right-hand side of the formula, one could imagine that there might
be a systematic way to assemble these simplices to a polytope in their own right. So far all
my attempts to properly understand this have been futile, so this remains a wild dream.
The right hand side of the formula in the theorem is also valid without the assumption
that Γv(D) is finitely generated. However, then the Newton–Okounkov body does not need
to be a polytope and we lose the left side of the equation. We still get the correct volume
though (this will be Theorem 3.15).
Our method is based on not very well-known approaches to intersection theory, notably
mixing ideas of Bloch [Blo74] and Parshin [Par83], [PF99]. These approaches have a special
strength: they do not have any trouble if the set-theoretic dimension of the intersection is
wrong, e.g. for negative self-intersections, and at the same time they remain local (unlike
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Riemann–Roch style ideas, like Snapper, Kleiman’s via χ) and algebraic, unlike for example
singular cohomology. Concretely, we use the framework of Bloch, which uses Cˇech cohomology
instead of the less well-known ade`les of schemes in Parshin’s approach. Nonetheless, the ideas
how this relates to top rank valuations are imported from Parshin’s method. We wrote this
text in a self-contained way, so no previous familiarity with these methods is assumed.
In this text a ‘variety’ is a scheme which is finite type and separated over some field.
Natural numbers begin with zero, N := Z≥0.
1. Valuation vectors and Okounkov body
Let k be a field. Suppose X/k is an n-dimensional irreducible smooth projective variety.
Let v be a top rank valuation on X (i.e. of rank equal to the dimension n). It is necessarily
discrete with (the lexicographically ordered) value group Znlex, see [ZS75, Ch. VI, p. 90,
Corollary]; we write v : k (X)
× → Znlex. We also call v(f) = (v1(f), . . . , vn(f)) ∈ Rnlex a
valuation vector and the vi(f) ∈ Z its components. We shall always tacitly assume that our
valuations are trivial on the base field k. One way to produce such a valuation is to pick an
admissible flag:
Definition 1.1. A flag in X is the datum
Y• : X = Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ Y2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Y0,
where Yi is an integral closed subscheme of codimension i. In particular, Y0 is a single closed
point. Following [LM09], we call the flag admissible if each Yi is regular at Y0.
While [LM09] focusses on admissible flags, the entire theory of Newton–Okounkov bodies
can be formulated with respect to arbitrary top rank valuations on the rational function field
of a variety. This is very nicely explained in [CFK+17].
The graded semigroup attached to a divisor D is
(1.1) Γv(D) :=
{
(v(s),m)| s ∈ H0(X,OX(mD)) \ {0} for any m ≥ 0
} ⊆ Zn × N.
Definition 1.2. The (Newton–)Okounkov body ∆v(D) ⊂ Rn is given by
∆v(D) := convex hull
(
Γv(D)
) ∩ (Rn × {1}),
i.e. we take the closed convex hull of all the points in Γv(D) inside Rn×R, and then intersect
with the coordinate hyperplane m = 1. Alternatively,
(1.2) ∆v(D) := convex hull
{
1
m
v(s)
∣∣∣∣ s ∈ H0(X,OX(mD)) \ {0} for m ≥ 1}
inside Rn.
History 1.3. The original definition is due to Okounkov [Oko96], [Oko03], but with a focus
on a different kind of question. Both [LM09] as well as [KK12] have brought the concept to
the midst of birational geometry.
For m = 0 observe that Γv(D) contains the origin (0, . . . , 0), so as soon as it contains
the point (v(s),m), the connecting segment to the origin crosses the m = 1 hyperplane at
( 1mv(s), 1). This essentially shows the equivalence of both definitions.
Example 1.4. If the graded semigroup Γv(D) is finitely generated, ∆v(D) is a rational poly-
tope. Examples with Γv(D) finitely generated are rather rare, but see [AKL14, Proposition
14] for a construction of examples.
We begin with an elementary observation.
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Proposition 1.5. Let X/k be an irreducible smooth projective variety, v a top rank valuation
and D an ample divisor. Pick m ≥ 1 such that mD is very ample. Then there exists a local
trivialization (Uα, hα)α∈I of OX(mD) as a Cartier divisor with I a finite index set and
(1) each hα on Uα is the restriction of a global section; for simplicity we write hα ∈
H0(X,OX(mD));
(2) (hα)α with hα ∈ H0(Uα,K×X/O×X) is a Cartier divisor representative of mD;
(3) and moreover the trivialization polytope
(1.3) convex hull
α∈I
(
1
m
v(hα)
)
⊆ ∆v(D),
is contained inside the Newton–Okounkov body.
Proof. Direct. Once mD is very ample, it is globally generated. 
Example 1.6. In general the polytope of Equation 1.3 will be strictly smaller than ∆v(D).
Necessarily so, because the construction always yields a polytope, yet there are examples of
Newton–Okounkov bodies which are non-polyhedral, [LM09, §6.3]. Such examples can only
exist in dimension ≥ 3, and further such examples can be found in [KLM12, §3].
Example 1.7. Quite on the contrary, for an ample divisor on a toric variety and v coming from
a T -invariant flag, we can achieve equality in Equation 1.3. Indeed, the Newton–Okounkov
body always agrees with the divisor polytope, so it is necessarily polyhedral, as follows from
[LM09, Proposition 6.1, (i)]. Let X/k be a smooth proper toric variety. Let D be any
T -invariant divisor, i.e.
D =
∑
σ
nσDσ,
where σ ∈ Σ(1) runs through the rays of the polyhedral fan Σ ⊂ NR such that X = X(Σ).
Following the notation of Fulton [Ful93], let M := Hom(N,Z). Then if uα runs through
the maximal cones of Σ, on each affine open Uα := Spec k[u
∨
α ∩M ] the line bundle O(D) is
trivialized O(D)|Uα = 1hαKX
∣∣∣
Uα
by the unique monomial hα ∈M determined by
(1.4) 〈hα, σ〉 = −nσ,
where σ runs through all rays of the cone uα. As X is smooth, and thus σ a smooth cone,
this amounts to a system of equations with a unique solution. We have
H0(X,OX(D)) = k- span 〈h ∈M | 〈h, σ〉 ≥ −nσ for all σ ∈ Σ(1)〉 ,
the usual description of the sections via the divisor polytope PD, [Ful93, p. 66]. As is
discussed in the proof of [Ful93, p. 68, Proposition], O(D) is generated by global sections if
and only if for each α, 〈h, σ〉 ≥ −nσ holds for all rays σ (also those not being faces of the
cone uα). If D is ample, this is satisfied, [Ful93, p. 70, Proposition]. This puts us in the
situation described in Proposition 1.5, but with equality of polytopes in Equation 1.3. We
depict below on the left the polyhedral fan in NR, the rays being numbered σ1, σ3, . . . with
odd indices, and the dotted lines represent each of the Equations 1.4. The shaded area is the
divisor polytope, and equivalently, up to identifying spaces as in [LM09, Proposition 6.1, (i)],
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the Newton–Okounkov body.
The bullet points above on the right correspond to the functions hα. Their convex hull
agrees with the divisor polytope. Having the subject of this paper in mind, these bullet
points amount to what we want to have on the left side of Equation 0.3 in the introduction.
The idea of the previous example also works for general varieties if the graded semigroup
is finitely generated.
Lemma 1.8. We make the same assumptions as in Proposition 1.5. If the graded semigroup
Γv(D) is finitely generated, then the claim of Proposition 1.5 is true with the additional
property that the trivialization polytope is the entire Newton–Okounkov body.
Proof. (Step 1) Let (v(si),mi) be a finite set of semigroup generators for Γv(D). We claim
that we may simplify Equation 1.2 to
(1.5) ∆v(D) = convex hull
{
1
mi
v(si)
}
.
This holds since any (v(s),m) in Equation 1.1 can be written as
(v(s),m) =
∑
i
ni(v(si),mi) for ni ∈ Z≥1.
The line segment from (0, . . . , 0) to (v(s),m) intersects the m = 1 hyperplane at
1
m
(v(s),m) =
1∑
j njmj
(∑
i
niv(si),
∑
i
nimi
)
=
(∑
i
(
ni ·mi∑
njmj
)
1
mi
v(si), 1
)
and we have ni·mi∑njmj ∈ [0, 1] and the sum of all these coefficients is 1, so this is a convex
combination of the vectors in Equation 1.5. Being the convex hull of finitely many points, we
do not need to take the topological closure in Equation 1.5. We have div(si) ≥ −miD and
since the divisor is supported in a closed subscheme of codimension ≥ 1, we may pick a dense
open U such that we have equality div(si)|U = −mD|U . We may add this open to any given
finite trivialization; repeat this for all i.
(Step 2) Since 1mi v(si) =
1
miN
v(sNi ) for any N ≥ 1, we may pick a common multiple of the
denominators, and then Equation 1.5 can be rewritten as ∆v(D) = convex hull
{
1
N v(s
′
i)
}
for
suitable s′i := s
N/mi
i ∈ H0(X,OX(N ·D)) and N independent of i. We have arrived at the
claim of Proposition 1.5, but now the trivialization polytope agrees with ∆v(D) instead of
merely being contained in it. 
Example 1.9. Under similar assumptions as in Lemma 1.8, Anderson constructs a family
X˜ → A1 such that the central fiber X˜0 (up to normalization) agrees with the toric variety of
the polytope ∆Y•(D), and all other fibers X˜t, t 6= 0, are isomorphic to X, [And13]. Along
this degeneration, Lemma 1.8 transforms into the situation discussed in Example 1.7.
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2. The intersection form
2.1. Intersection form via topology. Let us first recall some basics around intersection
numbers. In his book [Laz04], Lazarsfeld uses the following elementary approach: Suppose
X/C is an n-dimensional integral proper variety. Then we may attach to any line bundle
L its first Chern class c1(L) ∈ H2(X,Z), which can in turn be defined as the image of the
connecting map of the exponential sequence of sheaves
(2.1) 0 −→ Z ·2pii−→ OX exp−→ O×X −→ 0,
namely
H1(X,O×X) −→ H2(X,Z).
Now, just using the product in the singular cohomology ring, one obtains the intersection
form ∫
X
L1 · · ·Ln :=
∫
X
c1(L1) ^ · · ·^ c1(Ln) ∈ Z,
where the integral on the right denotes the evaluation against the fundamental class [X] ∈
H2n(X,Z). In other words, the intersection form arises as the composition of
H1(X,O×X)⊗ · · · ⊗H1(X,O×X)
−→ H2(X,Z)⊗ · · · ⊗H2(X,Z) ^−→ H2n(X,Z) ·[X]−→ Z.
In this text, we shall use a different approach based on Milnor K-theory. It is based on
writing Chow groups as sheaf cohomology groups:
Theorem 2.1 (Bloch–Quillen, Grayson). Suppose X/k is a smooth variety. Then there is a
canonical ring isomorphism
CH∗(X) ∼= H∗Zar(X,KM∗ ),
where KM∗ is the Milnor K-theory sheaf (whose definition we recall below). On the right-hand
side we use sheaf cohomology with respect to the Zariski topology on X.
History 2.2. This method is not very well-known, so let us provide some background: In
degree one it boils down to CH1(X) ∼= H∗Zar(X,O×X), i.e. the classical isomorphism between
Weil divisor classes and Cartier divisor classes. The idea to generalize this to higher codi-
mension is due to Bloch, who discovered that codimension two algebraic cycles are related to
K2-groups; he even speaks of “codimension two Cartier divisors” in [Blo74]. Quillen proved
the general version. These papers used full algebraic K-theory, but Kato later discovered that
Milnor K-theory also works. Grayson proved that the intersection product also matches the
sheaf cup product structure on the right side in the context of algebraic K-theory [Gra78].
In this paper we use a more modern formulation due to Rost [Ros96] using Milnor K-theory
which has nice signs. See also Gillet [Gil05].
Let us carefully explain how to use the above theorem for the computation of intersection
numbers. But first we should recall the definition of the sheaves KM∗ , which we will do in the
next section.
2.2. Milnor K-groups. Let F be any field. Then F× is an abelian group, and thus a
Z-module. Write
TF× :=
⊕
p≥0
F× ⊗Z · · · ⊗Z F×︸ ︷︷ ︸
p factors
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for the free tensor algebra of F×, as a Z-module. The unusal roˆle of using powers to define
the Z-module structure can be confusing at first. For example, for any integer n ∈ Z, it
means that
(2.2) n · (f1 ⊗ f2) = fn1 ⊗ f2 = f1 ⊗ fn2 f1 ⊗
1
f2
=
1
f1
⊗ f2.
Now define the Milnor K-theory ring as
(2.3) KM∗ (F ) :=
TF×
〈x⊗ (1− x) | for all x ∈ F \ {0, 1}〉 ,
i.e. we quotient out the two-sided ideal generated by all pure tensors x ⊗ (1 − x) for x ∈
F \ {0, 1}. This is called the Steinberg relation. It is customary to write
{f1, . . . , fp} := f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp
for the elements in this quotient ring. We obtain that KM∗ (F ) is a Z-graded ring. In degrees
0 and 1 it is easy to understand
KM∗ (F ) = Z⊕ F× ⊕KM2 (F )⊕KM3 (F )⊕ . . . .
In general KMp (F ) for p ≥ 2 is rather uncomputable except for very special cases. However,
we will never really need to know what these groups are, so this is harmless.
Lemma 2.3 ([Mil70, Lemma 1.1 and 1.2]). KM∗ (F ) is graded-commutative, and moreover
{x, x} = {x,−1} holds for any x ∈ F×.
Lemma 2.4. Let F be a field and v a discrete rank one valuation. Then every element in
KMp (F ) is a finite Z-linear combination of elements of the shapes
{pi, u2, . . . , up} and {u1, u2, . . . , up},
where pi is a uniformizer, i.e. v(pi) = 1, and u1, . . . , up ∈ O×v have valuation zero.
Proof. It suffices to prove this for a pure tensor {f1, . . . , fp}. Every element f ∈ F× can
be written as upik for u ∈ O×v , k ∈ Z. Do this in every slot. Then multi-linearity and the
relation {pi, pi} = {pi,−1} (Lemma 2.3) yield the claim. 
We need a few more constructions.
C1 (Restriction) If L/F is an arbitrary field extension, there is a natural graded ring
homomorphism
resL/F : K
M
∗ (F ) −→ KM∗ (L)
simply by using the inclusion F× ↪→ L× slot by slot.
C2 (Norms)1 If L/F is a finite field extension, there is a natural map
(2.4) NL/K : K
M
p (L) −→ KMp (F )
in each degree p. It does not preserve the ring structure. In degree 0 it is Z ·[L:F ]−→ Z, and
in degree 1 it is the usual norm map L× −→ F×. The construction of this map in higher
degrees is complicated. We refer to [GS06, §7.3]. The norm is functorial in towers, i.e. if
F ⊆ L ⊆ L′
are two finite field extensions,
(2.5) NL′/F = NL/F ◦NL′/L.
1This is called ‘corestriction’ or ‘norm’ in the literature, depending on the taste of authors.
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C3 (Boundary map) If v is a discrete rank one valuation on F , let Ov ⊂ F denote its
valuation ring with maximal ideal mv. Write κ(v) := Ov/mv for its residue field. There is a
natural map
(2.6) ∂v : K
M
p (F ) −→ KMp−1(κ(v)).
In degree 1 it is F× −→ Z, f 7→ v(f), the valuation itself. For p ≥ 2, it can fully be described
as follows: If pi is a uniformizer for v, i.e. v(pi) = 1, and u1, . . . , up ∈ O×v then define
∂v{pi, u2, . . . , up} := {u2, . . . , up}(2.7)
∂v{u1, u2, . . . , up} := 0.(2.8)
and by Lemma 2.4 this suffices to uniquely pin down the map. We neglect proving here that
this amounts to a well-defined map. The map is independent of the choice of the uniformizer
pi.
There are various relations between the maps of C1-C3. We shall only need very few.
Most importantly, we will use the compatibility between boundary maps and norms.
Proposition 2.5 ([GS06, Ch. 7, Corollary 7.4.3]). Suppose L is a discrete valuation field
with valuation v and residue field κ(v). Write Ov for its valuation ring. Let L′/L be a finite
field extension. Write O′v for the integral closure of the valuation ring Ov inside L′. Suppose
O′v is a finite Ov-module (this will hold whenever we have finiteness of integral closures, e.g.
if Ov is a valuation ring coming from a variety). Then O′v is a semi-local ring and if w runs
through the discrete valuations extending v, the diagram
(2.9) KM∗ (L
′)
⊕∂w //
NL′/L

⊕
wK
M
∗−1(κ(w))
ΣNκ(w)/κ(v)

KM∗ (L) ∂v
// KM∗−1(κ(v))
commutes.
2.3. The boundary map between points. We need to recall a refinement of the boundary
map ∂v for schemes. The main point is that we wish to attach a boundary map to any
codimension one subscheme, but outside the normal locus, a codimension one scheme does
not uniquely pin down a discrete rank one valuation. The construction is a little involved.
The reader may prefer to skip it initially, keeping in mind that ‘generically’ Remark 2.7 can
be used instead.
Let Y/k be an integral variety. Suppose Z ↪→ Y is an integral closed subscheme of
codimension one. The underlying closed subset of Z is irreducible and thus has a unique
generic point, call it z. Being of codimension one, the local ring OY,z is a one-dimensional
local domain. It is contained in the rational function field k (Y ) (the local ring at the generic
point of Y itself). Its residue field κ(z) agrees with the rational function field k (Z) of Z.
Let O′Y,z denote the integral closure of OY,z inside k (Y ), i.e.
(2.10) SpecO′Y,z −→ SpecOY,z
is the normalization morphism. This is a finite morphism of schemes since Y was assumed to
be of finite type over a field (finiteness of integral closure). Thus, the ring O′Y,z is semi-local.
Let m1, . . . ,mr denote its maximal ideals. Then each localization (O′Y,z)mi ⊂ k (Y ) is a one-
dimensional normal domain and thus a discrete valuation ring. Let vi be the discrete rank
one valuation of k (Y ) coming from (O′Y,z)mi . The residue field of the valuation vi agrees with
the residue field of (O′Y,z)mi , so we call it κ(vi). Since each mi under the finite morphism of
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Equation 2.10 maps to mz, we get attached residue field extensions κ(vi)/κ(z) and these are
themselves finite.
Definition 2.6. Let Y/k be an integral variety. Suppose Z ↪→ Y is an integral closed sub-
scheme of codimension one. Define
∂YZ : K
M
p (k (Y ))
⊕∂vi−→
r⊕
i=1
KMp−1(κ(vi))
⊕Nκ(vi)/k(Z)−→ KMp−1(k (Z)),
where the first arrow stems from the boundary maps ∂vi of Equation 2.6, and each N(−)/(−)
is a norm map as in Equation 2.4.
Remark 2.7. If OY,z is normal, it is itself a discrete valuation ring. Write v for its valuation.
In this special case the above definition simplifies to ∂YZ = ∂v, i.e. we are back in the situation
of Equation 2.6.
2.4. The Milnor K-sheaf. Let X/k be a variety.
Definition 2.8. For any Zariski open U ⊆ X define
(2.11) KMp (U) := ker
(⊕
Y0
KMp (k (Y0))
∂
Y0
Y1−→
⊕
Y1
KMp−1(k (Y1))
)
,
where Yi ⊆ U runs through all integral closed subschemes of codimension i (for i = 0, 1). The
map ∂Y0Y1 was set up in Definition 2.6.
Note that if X is integral, this simplifies to
ker
(
KMp (k (X))
∂XY1−→
⊕
Y1
KMp−1(k (Y1))
)
⊆ KMp (k (X)),
so if we go to a smaller open U ′ ⊆ U , we at worst remove conditions when forming the kernel,
so it is clear that KMp (−) defines a presheaf. Argueing individually for each irreducible
component, this works in general without requiring X to be integral. One can further check
that KMp defines a sheaf in the Zariski topology. There is a product structure
(2.12) ^ : KMp ⊗KMq −→ KMp+q
making KM∗ :=
⊕
p≥0KMp a Zariski sheaf of graded commutative algebras. The product is
defined simply by concatenation (and thus compatible to the one induced from the tensor
algebra in the definition for fields, Equation 2.3),
{x1, . . . , xp}^ {y1, . . . , yq} := {x1, . . . , xp, y1, . . . , yq},
but one must check that this still lies in the kernel as in Equation 2.11. This works as follows.
If v is a discrete rank one valuation on a field F and pi ∈ Ov a chosen uniformizer, one can
define the specialization map
(2.13) spiv : K
M
p (F ) −→ KMp (κ(v)), {x1, . . . , xp} 7−→ ∂v{−pi, x1, . . . , xp}.
Unlike ∂v, these maps depend on the uniformizer pi. Based on this, there is an extended
“non-linear” Leibniz formula for the maps ∂v: For x ∈ KMp (F ) and y ∈ KMq (F ), we have
∂v(x · y) = ∂v(x) · spiv (y) + (−1)pspiv (x) · ∂v(y) + {−1} · ∂v(x) · ∂v(y),
valid irrespective of the choice of the uniformizer. Thus, if ∂v(x) = 0 and ∂v(y) = 0, it follows
that ∂v(x · y) = 0, giving Equation 2.12.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose X is normal. There is an isomorphism of sheaves
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(1) KM0 ∼= Z,
(2) KM1 ∼= O×X .
Proof. (1) follows since KM0 (F ) = Z and KM−1(F ) = 0 for any field F . The direct sum over
Y0 in Equation 2.11 is exactly the same which would arise from Zariski sheafification of the
constant presheaf Z. (2) We find
KM1 (U) := ker
(⊕
Y0
k (Y0)
× ∂v−→
⊕
Y1
Z
)
,
where v runs through all discrete rank one valuations of the function field k (Y0). For a normal
integral scheme, we have equality of rings
OX(U) =
⋂
v
Ov ⊆ k (Y0) ,
where v runs through all rank one valuations. In particular, units in OX(U)× are units in all
Ov, and this amounts to ∂v(x) = 0 for all v. 
One can widely generalize Lemma 2.9 to all KMn , [Ker09]. While aesthetically very pleasant,
this is not of any use for our immediate purposes.
2.5. Intersection form – reprise. We may now explain how to rephrase the intersection
form. Recall from §2.1 that Lazarsfeld uses the intersection form
H1(X,O×X)⊗ · · · ⊗H1(X,O×X)
−→ H2(X,Z)⊗ · · · ⊗H2(X,Z) ^−→ H2n(X,Z) ·[X]−→ Z.(2.14)
on a complex variety. Here the first arrow stems from the first Chern class map c1 :
H1(X,O×X)→ H2(X,Z) from the exponential sequence, Equation 2.1, applied to each tensor
slot individually. On the derived level, we can write the latter as a map
(2.15) O×X
c1−→ Z[1],
where Z[1] is a complex concentrated in degree one.
Remark 2.10. More precisely, the exact sequence in Equation 2.1 defines an extension class
in the group Ext1(O×X ,Z) in the category of sheaves with values in abelian groups. In the
derived category this Ext-group gets interpreted as Extm(O×X ,Z) = R Hom(O×X ,Z[m]), giving
Equation 2.15.
Note that under the tensor product of complexes, this means that Z[p] ⊗ Z[q] ∼= Z[p + q]
(which one sees by taking the total complex of the tensor product complex). Thus, from this
angle, the first arrow in Equation 2.14 really stems from
(2.16) O×X ⊗ · · · ⊗ O×X −→ Z[1]⊗ · · · ⊗ Z[1] ∼−→ Z[n]
and in cohomology this induces a map
Hi(X,O×X ⊗ · · · ⊗ O×X) −→ Hi(X,Z[n]) ∼−→ Hi+n(X,Z).
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Thus, we observe that the construction used in Lazarsfeld’s book [Laz04] factors over the top
row in the diagram
(2.17)
H1(X,O×X)⊗ · · · ⊗H1(X,O×X) // Hn(X,O×X ⊗ · · · ⊗ O×X) //
γ

H2n(X,Z) // Z
Hn(X,KMn ).
τ
33
The map γ is induced from the isomorphism of sheaves KM1 ∼= O×X (see Lemma 2.9) and then
uses the graded-commutative product structure of the sheaf KMp ⊗ KMq −→ KMp+q to get to
KMn . Note that this map γ replaces the use of the first Chern class in Equation 2.16.
What is not at all obvious, is that the factorization τ exists, and this is where Theorem
2.1 enters. However, for our purposes we only really need an explicit formula for τ :
Theorem 2.11. Let X/k be an n-dimensional irreducible smooth proper variety. Let U =
(Ui)i∈I be an open cover where I is some index set. Suppose
(2.18) X =
·⋃
α∈I
Σα with Σα ⊆ Uα
is a disjoint decomposition as a set. For p ∈ {1, . . . , n} let Lp be a line bundle on X, and
suppose it can locally be trivialized on the open cover U, so that its 1-cocycle takes the form
(fpα,β)α,β∈I ∈ Hˇ1(U,O×X)
in Cˇech cohomology. Then∫
X
c1(L1) · · · c1(Ln) =
∑
Y•
[k (Yn) : k]∂
Yn−1
Yn
· · · ∂Y0Y1 {f1α(Y0)α(Y1), f2α(Y1)α(Y2), . . . , fnα(Yn−1)α(Yn)},
where
(1) the sum runs over all flags
Y• : Yn ⊂ · · · ⊂ Y1 ⊂ Y0
in the sense of Definition 1.1 (i.e. they need not be admissible!);
(2) for any integral closed subscheme Y ↪→ X let α(Y ) denote the unique index α such
that the generic point of Y lies in Σα (see Equation 2.18);
(3) k (Yn) denotes the function field of the closed point Yn (i.e. it is the residue field of
this scheme point).
On the right-hand side there exist only finitely many flags Y• such that the summand is
non-zero.
This is [Bra13, Proposition 3]. See the rest of the cited paper for more background on how
this formula for intersection multiplicities works.
Remark 2.12. A few remarks on the intersection theory being used: If D1, . . . , Dn are divisors
such that
⋂
Di = pt is a single closed point, the local intersection index can be computed via
(2.19) respt
df1
f1
∧ · · · ∧ dfn
fn
,
where fi is a local equation for Di and respt is a somewhat shortened abbreviation for
Grothendieck’s residue symbol, see Griffiths–Harris [GH94, p. 663, and end of page 669].
Any such expression can be rephrased in terms of rank n valuation vectors, by a variant of
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Proposition 3.9 below for residues. However, for ample divisors, the volume is related to the
top self-intersection number, so all Di agree, and the condition
⋂
Di = pt fails miserably (and
even if it did not, the n-form in Equation 2.19 is zero). One could fix this issue by moving
each Di within its linear equivalence class, rather non-canonically. However, the formulation
of intersection numbers as above does not run into this problem at all. It would turn out to
express intersection numbers in terms of rank n valuation vectors, irrespective of the dimen-
sion of the set-theoretic intersection, in fact this would even work if the self-intersection was
highly negative.
3. The main theorem
3.1. Top rank valuations and n-DVFs.
Definition 3.1. We define an n-DVF with last residue field κ (short for “n-discrete valuation
field”) as follows:
• A 0-DVF with last residue field κ is the field κ itself.
• An n-DVF with last residue field κ is a field (F, v) with a discrete rank one valuation
v such that κ(v) is an (n− 1)-DVF with last residue field κ.
Although it is cleanest to use this inductive definition, one may visualize an n-DVF F as
the following structure
(3.1)
Ov1
F
?
OO
k1// //
Ov2
?
OO
k2,// //
...
OO
where each Ovi is the valuation ring for the discrete rank one valuation vi defined on the field
displayed above Ovi (so that the upward arrows are the inclusions of the valuation rings),
while each surjection to the right is the quotient map Ovi  Ovi/mvi =: ki to the respective
residue field.
Suppose X/k is an irreducible n-dimensional smooth projective variety. Let k (X) be
its function field. If v : k (X)
× → Znlex is a top rank valuation, it takes values in Znlex,
lexicographically ordered, and one can write it as v(f) = (v1(f), . . . , vn(f)), where vi(f) :
k (X)
× → Z is our notation for the components of this valuation vector.
Remark 3.2. This construction would make sense for any field instead of “k (X)”, but we will
only use it in the said context.
It turns out that v1 is a rank one Z-valued valuation on k (X)
×
, defining a valuation ring
Ov1 ; and this can be continued interatively along zig-zag as in Figure 3.1. So, every top rank
valuation v : k (X)
× −→ Znlex determines the structure of an n-DVF with last residue field
being the residue field of v.
Example 3.3. Every admissible flag in the sense of Definition 1.1 defines a top rank valuation.
If we allow ourselves to switch to a different birational model, any finite number of top rank
valuations can be made to come from admissible flags, [CFK+17, Theorem 2.9].
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Conversely, giving the structure of an n-DVF on k (X), then if we addtionally pick uni-
formizers, it pins down a unique valuation v : k (X)
× −→ Znlex:
Definition 3.4. Let F be an n-DVF. Fix uniformizers pii ∈ Ovi . Define a rank n valuation
v : F× −→ Znlex(3.2)
f 7−→
v1(f), v2 (fpi−v1(f)1 ) , v3
fpi−v1(f)1 pi−v2
(
fpi
−v1(f)
1
)
2
 , . . .
 .
For n ≥ 2 this valuation depends on the choice of the uniformizers.
We have intentionally mimicked the definitions in [LM09, §1.1] to stress the analogy.
Remark 3.5. Let us explain the idea and also give a more precise definition: The first entry
is just the valuation v1 itself. Next, note that fpi
−v1(f)
1 by construction has valuation zero, so
it lies in O×v1 and thus its image under the quotient map to the residue field is also invertible,
i.e.
fpi
−v1(f)
1 ∈ k×1 .
Hence, it makes sense to consider its valuation with respect to v2. Now repeat this. That is,
we multiply with an appropriate power of pi2 to ensure we get an element in O×v2 . It is more
elegant to define the higher rank valuation by inductively defining
(3.3) f1 := f and fp+1 := fppi
−vp(fp)
p
for p ≥ 1 and fp+1 ∈ kp. Then
(3.4) f 7→ (v1(f1), v2(f2), . . . , vn(fn)).
Unravelling the inductive nature of this definition, we find Equation 3.2.
Example 3.6. Consider X := A2k = Spec k[s, t]. It has a 2-DVF structure coming from the
flag of ideals (s, t) ⊂ (t) ⊂ (0),
k(s)[t](t)
k(s, t)
?
OO
k(s)// //
k[s](s)
?
OO
k.// //
Then for any m ∈ Z, pi1 := s−mt is a uniformizer for k(s)[t](t). We obtain the valuation
vector v(t) = (1,m), depending on m. This cannot happen for the valuation vectors in the
definition of Newton–Okounkov bodies. The whole point is that pi1 := s
−mt only lies in the
local ring k[s, t](s,t) of the variety if m ≤ 0, and then is only a local equation for (t) if m = 0,
for otherwise it is a local equation for a two component subvariety, with components cut out
by (t) and a nil-thickening of (s). Thus, only m = 0 is possible in the setting of Okounkov
bodies. For a general n-DVF, there is no analogue of the local ring which allows us to single
out such problematic choices of uniformizers.
Let us point out that one can define the valuation vectors which appear in the construction
of Newton–Okounkov bodies entirely in the language of Milnor K-groups:
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Lemma 3.7. Let X/k be an irreducible smooth proper variety of dimension n and v the top
rank valuation coming from an admissible flag Y• in X. Let f ∈ k (X)× be given. Let pii be
the local equations of the individual flag members. Define a vector x ∈ Zn with components
xp := ∂vp ◦ · · · ◦ ∂v1{pi1, . . . , pip−1, f}.
Then v(f) := (x1, . . . , xn).
Note that our choice of the pii is more strict that just requiring them to be arbitrary
uniformizers in Ovi ; they all lie in the local ring OX,Yn . One could rewrite the vector as
x1 = ∂v1{f} xp := ∂vps−pip−1vp−1 · · · s−pi1v1 {f}
for p ≥ 2 using the specialization maps of Equation 2.13.
Proof. Since all valuation vector components lie in Z, we can throughout the proof neglect
elements which are 2-torsion, for once we map our constructs to Z, 2-torsion elements must
necessarily go to zero. Write f = umpi
vm(f)
m and then for any m such that 1 ≤ m ≤ p, we
compute
∂vp ◦ · · · ◦ ∂vm{pim, . . . , pip−1, f}
= ∂vp ◦ · · · ◦ ∂vm{pim, . . . , pip−1, um}+ vm(f)∂vp ◦ · · · ◦ ∂vm{pim, . . . , pip−1, pim}
= ∂vp ◦ · · · ◦ ∂vm+1{pim+1, . . . , pip−1, fpi−vm(f)m }+ (2-torsion)(3.5)
by using multi-linearity, Lemma 2.3 and Equation 2.7. For using the latter, we have used
that since the pii are elements in the local equations for the flag in the local ring of X at
Y0, their image is a uniformizer in Ovi , but necessarily a unit in all Ovj with j 6= i. Now
we observe that the above equation admits an induction along the variable m. Starting with
m = 1, the last slot “fpi
−vm(f)
m ” in Equation 3.5 follows the same inductive description along
m as in Equation 3.3. Since both the induction loc. cit. as well as here begin with f , it
follows that once m equals p, we will have arrived at
xp =def ∂vp ◦ · · · ◦ ∂v1{pi1, . . . , pip−1, f} = ∂vp{fp}+ (2-torsion),
with the same meaning of fp as in Equation 3.3. This is just vp(fp), so we obtain that the
vector x agrees with the one in Equation 3.4. This proves our claim. 
Note that this gives a reformulation of the definition of Okounkov bodies which does not
involve rank ≥ 2 valuations anymore. Of course, apart from that, it is the same as the usual
one.
Definition 3.8 (Milnor-K-style Okounkov bodies). Let X/k be an irreducible smooth proper
variety of dimension n and v the top rank valuation coming from an admissible flag Y• in X.
Then the Newton–Okounkov body can be rephrased “for Milnor K-theory aficionados” as the
closed convex hull of the vectors{
1
m
(∂v1{f}, . . . , ∂vn ◦ · · · ◦ ∂v1{pi1, . . . , pin−1, f})
}
f,m
where (f,m) runs through all pairs m ≥ 1 and f ∈ H0(X,OX(mD)) \ {0}. The pii are
arbitrary local equations of the flag entries and vi the rank one valuations arising from v.
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3.2. Local computations. The following is surely well-known to experts, but since it is quite
important for our results, we provide full details. The same type of determinant evaluation
is used in [Par83, §2.2].
Proposition 3.9. Let F be an n-DVF. Fix uniformizers pii ∈ Ovi . Suppose f1, . . . , fn ∈ F×.
Then
(3.6) (∂vn · · · ∂v1){f1, . . . , fn} = det

v1(f1) v2(f1) · · · vn(f1)
v1(f2) v2(f2)
...
...
. . .
v1(fn) · · · vn(fn)
 ,
where v(f) = (v1(f), . . . , vn(f)) encodes the components of the rank n valuation attached
to F via Definition 3.4. On the left-hand side the v1, . . . , vn denote the discrete rank one
valuations of the n-DVF structure attached to v, i.e. the valuations which appear in Figure
3.1.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. For n = 1 the claim just reads
∂v1{f1} = v1(f1) = v1(f1)
and thus reduces to the explanation below Equation 2.6. Suppose the proposition is proven
for all `-DVFs with ` < n. Then we prove the case n: (Step 1) Both the left-hand side
as well as the right-hand side in Equation 3.6 change sign under swapping fi with fj : On
the left side, this is the graded-commutativity of Milnor K-theory, i.e. Lemma 2.3. On the
right side it amounts to swapping two rows, so it is a standard property of the determinant.
Furthermore, both the left and right side are multiplicative in each slot: On the left side,
this is already true for the tensor algebra TF×. On the right side, this follows from the
multiplicativity of valuations. Next, we claim that both sides vanish if two slots agree, i.e.
fi = fj for some i 6= j. This is clear: Under anti-commutativity under swapping the two, it
follows that both sides must be 2-torsion. However, both sides take values in Z. Next, we
claim that it suffices to show that left and right side agree on all elements of the shape
(A) {u1, u2, . . . , un} and (B) {pi, u2, . . . , un},
where pi is a uniformizer for Ov1 , i.e. v1(pi) = 1, and u1, . . . , un ∈ O×v1 . To see this, use exactly
the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, just replace the relation {pi, pi} = {pi,−1}
by using that once two slots agree, both sides are already zero.
(Step 2) For the elements of shape (A) we find ∂v1{u1, . . . , un} = 0 by Equation 2.8. On the
other hand, in the matrix on the right side in Equation 3.6 the first colum reads
v1(u1)
v1(u2)
...
v1(un)
 =

0
0
...
0
 ,
so the determinant also vanishes. We find ∂v1{pi, u2, . . . , un} = {u2, . . . , un} for elements of
shape (B) by Equation 2.7. On the other hand, we claim that
(3.7)

v1(pi) v2(pi) · · · vn(pi)
v1(u2) v2(u2) vn(u2)
...
. . .
...
v1(un) · · · vn(un)
 =

1 0 · · · 0
0 v2(u2) vn(u2)
...
. . .
...
0 v2(un) · · · vn(un)

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We check the top row: Of course we have v1(pi) = v1(pi) = 1. This holds for any uniformizer,
so we may use pi := pi1. Thus, in terms of Equation 3.3 for f := pi we have f1 = pi and then
f2 := pipi−v1(pi) = 1. But if fp = 1 for any p ≥ 2, we inductively find fp+1 := 1 · pi−vp(1)p = 1.
Checking the left column in Equation 3.7 just amounts to observing that v1(ui) = v1(ui) = 1
since ui ∈ O×v1 . Thus,
(3.8) det

v1(pi) v2(pi) · · · vn(pi)
v1(u2) v2(u2) vn(u2)
...
. . .
...
v1(un) · · · vn(un)
 = det
v2(u2) vn(u2). . . ...
v2(un) · · · vn(un)
 .
We may now use that the residue field k1 (as in Diagram 3.1) is an (n − 1)-DVF. Since
u2, . . . , un ∈ O×v1 the rank (n− 1) valuation v[k1] of ui with respect to k1 agrees with the last
n − 1 entries of the rank n valuation v which appears on the right in Equation 3.8. To see
this, note that if we start the inductive definition of the valuation vector in Equation 3.3, its
second term is
f1 := ui f2 := uipi
−v1(ui)
p = ui
and then the next inductive steps towards f3, f4, . . . agree with whether we perform them
with respect to F or with respect to k1, just differing by an indexing shift. By our inductive
hypothesis, the proposition is already proven for all (n− 1)-DVFs, so we obtain.
(∂vn · · · ∂v2){u2, . . . , un} = det
v2(u2) vn(u2). . . ...
v2(un) · · · vn(un)
 .
Thus, (∂vn · · · ∂v1){pi, u2, . . . , un} = (∂vn · · · ∂v2){u2, . . . , un} agrees with the right hand side.
This finishes the proof. 
Corollary 3.10. The determinant on the right-hand side is independent of the choice of
uniformizers pii ∈ Ovi .
Corollary 3.10 follows immediately from Proposition 3.9 since the left-hand side is inde-
pendent of the choice of uniformizers.
Definition 3.11. Let X/k be an irreducible smooth proper variety of dimension n. Let Y•
be a flag in X in the sense of Definition 1.1, not necessarily admissible. Let
G(Y•)
be the set of all n-DVF structures on the function field k (X)
(3.9)
Ow1
k (X)
?
OO
k1// //
Ow2
?
OO
k2,// //
...
OO
with the following properties:
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(1) The first valuation ring Ow1 ⊆ k (X) satisfies
OX,Y1 ⊆ Ow1 ⊆ k (X)
and is of the following form: The ring Ow1 is the localization of the integral closure
of the left ring inside k (X) at any of its maximal ideals.
(2) For i ≥ 2, the i-th valuation ring in Figure 3.9 satisfies
OYi−1,Yi ⊆ Owi ⊆ κ(wi−1)
and is of the following form: The ring Owi is the localization of the integral closure
of the left ring inside κ(wi−1) at any of its maximal ideals.
Remark 3.12. If Y• happens to be an admissible flag, all the local rings OYi−1,Yi are local-
izations of OYi−1,Y0 and therefore regular. Hence, in this case the set G(Y•) contains only a
single element.
Remark 3.13. By the finiteness of integral closure under these assumptions (essentially finite
type over a field), it follows that G(Y•) is always a finite set.
Example 3.14. Let C be the nodal cubic with equation y2 − x2(x+ 1) = 0 in A2C. Then the
flag Y• : A2C ⊃ C ⊃ (0, 0) in A2C is not admissible. The set G(Y•) will consist of two elements.
In the usual embedded resolution R of C ↪→ A2C, let C˜ be the resolved curve (to get this
resolution, just blow up the origin). Here C˜ → C is the normalization. In the resolution the
point (0, 0) will have two preimages p1, p2. The admissible flags R ⊃ C˜ ⊃ pi with i = 1, 2 in
the resolution R give rise to the 2-DVF structures on k (X) in G(Y•). This is probably the
simplest example with cardinality #G(Y•) > 1.
3.3. Global computations.
Theorem 3.15. Let X/k be an irreducible smooth projective variety of dimension n. Let
U = (Uα)α∈I be a finite open cover in the Zariski topology. Suppose
(3.10) X =
·⋃
α∈I
Σα with Σα ⊆ Uα
is a disjoint decomposition as a set. Let D be an ample divisor and suppose that OX(D) is
locally given by the Cˇech cocycle (hα)α∈I in Hˇ1(U,K×X/O×X). Let v : k (X)× → Znlex be a top
rank valuation. Then the volume of the Newton–Okounkov body is given by the formula
Vol ∆v(D) =
∑
Y•
∑
(wn,...,w1)∈G(Y•)
n∑
c=0
(−1)c[k (wn) : k]
1
n!
det

w1(hα(Y0)) · · · ̂w1(hα(Yc)) · · · w1(hα(Yn))
w2(hα(Y0))
. . . w2(hα(Yn))
...
...
wn(hα(Y0)) · · · ̂wn(hα(Yc)) · · · wn(hα(Yn))
 ,
where
(1) Y• runs through all flags in X, but only finitely many will contribute a non-zero
summand,
(2) the finite set G(Y•) is the one of Definition 3.11,
(3) α(Y ) ∈ I denotes the unique index such that the generic point of Y is contained in
Σα of Equation 3.10,
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It may or may not happen that the flag Y ′• appears among those Y• with a non-zero
contribution to the sum. Since we can change Y ′• without changing the Cˇech cocycle, one can
easily produce an example for either situation by adapting Y ′• as needed.
Proof. (Step 1) We begin with Theorem A of [LM09], i.e.
(3.11) Vol ∆v(OX(D)) = lim
m→∞
dimkH
0(X,OX(mD))
mn
.
In fact, the cited theorem only shows this in the special case where v comes from an admissible
flag in the sense of Definition 1.1. However, it is true for general v. This is explained in
[CFK+17, Remark 2.12]: It suffices to work with a birational modification
f : X˜ −→ X,
where v comes from an admissible flag. Such an X˜ exists by a type of embedded resolution
along the centers of the valuation, see [CFK+17, Theorem 2.9] for the precise result. Finally,
the term on the right in Equation 3.11 is a birational invariant, i.e. H0(X˜, f∗OX(mD))
has the same growth, [Laz04, Proposition 2.2.43], and here Theorem A of [LM09] applies
verbatim. Note that the definition of ∆v only depends on the valuation on the function
field, so it does not see the change of the birational model. As D is ample, the asymptotic
Riemann–Roch theorem implies that
χ(OX(mD)) = m
n
n!
∫
X
c1(OX(D))n + O(mn−1),
see [Laz04, Theorem 1.1.24]. By Serre vanishing for ample line bundles for m  0 suffi-
ciently big, the higher cohomology groups in the Euler characteristic vanish, so in the limit
in Equation 3.11 simplifies to
Vol ∆v(OX(D)) = lim
m→∞
χ(OX(mD))
mn
=
1
n!
∫
X
c1(OX(D))n.
By the way, instead of the above argument for birational invariance of the volume, we could
alternatively compute the intersection number on the right in the modification X˜; this cir-
cumvents the admissible flag problem in a different way. The reader may now forget about v
and X˜; they will not play a roˆle in the rest of the proof.
(Step 2) Next, under the connecting map δ in
(3.12) H0(X,K×X) −→ H0(X,K×X/O×X)
(hα)α
δ−→ H1(X,OX)
(fα,β)α,β
−→ 0
we get a Cˇech 1-cocycle representative for the isomorphism class of the invertible sheaf OX(D)
attached to the Cartier divisor; we write (fα,β)α,β∈I . We use Theorem 2.11 to compute the top
self-intersection number of D. We can use the same open cover U and simply let fpα,β := fα,β
for p = 1, . . . , n, indifferently the value of p. We get 1n!
∫
X
c1(OX(D))n =
(3.13) =
1
n!
∑
Y•
[k (Yn) : k]
(
∂
Yn−1
Yn
· · · ∂Y0Y1
)
{fα(Y0)α(Y1), fα(Y1)α(Y2), . . . , fα(Yn−1)α(Yn)},
where the meaning of Y•, α(−) is as in the cited theorem. Each ∂YpYp+1 by its construction is
a sum
∂
Yp
Yp+1
=
∑
i
Nκ(vi)/k(Yp+1) ◦ ∂vi
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for a finite number of discrete valuations vi on k(Yp); we refer to §2.3 where we had recalled
this in detail. Since the relevant valuations and the indexing set for i both depend on Yp, let
us store this extra data in the notation and rewrite the above expression as
∂
Yp
Yp+1
=
∑
ip∈J(p)
N
κ(v
(p)
ip
)/k(Yp+1)
◦ ∂
v
(p)
ip
,
where J (p) is a finite index set. We apologize for the heavy notation, we shall not employ it
for long. The term ∂
Yn−1
Yn
· · · ∂Y0Y1 in Equation 3.13 unravels as
∂
Yn−1
Yn
· · · ∂Y0Y1 =
∑
in−1∈J(n−1)
· · ·
∑
i1∈J(1)
∑
i0∈J(0)
N
κ(v
(n−1)
in−1 )/k(Yn)
∂
v
(n−1)
in−1
◦ · · · ◦N
κ(v
(1)
i1
)/k(Y2)
∂
v
(1)
i1
◦N
κ(v
(0)
i0
)/k(Y1)
∂
v
(0)
i0
(3.14)
or perhaps more briefly
=
∑
in−1∈J(n−1)
· · ·
∑
i1∈J(1)
∑
i0∈J(0)
n−1∏
p=0
N
κ(v
(p)
ip
)/k(Yp+1)
◦ ∂
v
(p)
ip
if we agree to read the product as the (non-commutative) concatenation of morphisms and
unravel it from right to left as p increases. In fact, this is a little better than being plainly
non-commutative since the maps originate and end in different objects, so in a certain sense
no actual ambiguity is possible.
(Step 3) The expression in Equation 3.14 may, structurally, be summarized as
(3.15) N∂N∂ · · ·N∂︸ ︷︷ ︸
n pairs
= N(∂N) · · · (∂N)(∂N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−1) pairs
∂,
i.e. an alternating composition of boundary maps and norm maps. Now, perform inductively
starting from the right the following operation: For each pair ∂N we use Proposition 2.5 and
write it as
(3.16) ∂
v
(p−1)
ip−1
N
κ(v
(p)
ip
)/k(Yp+1)
=
∑
w
Nκ(w)/κ(vip−1 )∂w,
where the sum on the right runs through the finitely many extensions of the valuation v
(p−1)
ip−1
to the finite field extension κ(v
(p)
ip
). We neglect that w itself of course again depends on what
p we use on the left side. We arrive at an expression of the shape
N(∂N) · · · (∂N) (∂N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−1) pairs
∂ =
∑
N(∂N) · · · (∂N)(∂N) (N∂) ∂
and let us not make precise what the sum on the right side is summing over (it would be the
w), and we have underlined the part of the expression where something has changed. The
two consecutive norm maps can be combined to one, see Equation 2.5. We get
=
∑
N(∂N) · · · (∂N)(∂N)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2) pairs
(∂) ∂,
where the underlined expression is what remains from our modifications. The underbraced
term has exactly the same shape as what we had started from in Equation 3.15. Inductively
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repeat the procedure, working from right to left. We end up with an expression of the type
=
(∑
· · ·
∑)
N∂∂ · · · ∂︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
with a single norm map and from each reduction step some finite sum remains. It corresponds
in each application of Proposition 2.5 to a choice of the finitely many extensions of the
valuation in question. It is messy to spell this out since in each of our reduction steps the
valuations change, as we repeatedly switch to a finite field extension. Let us simply write
=
∑
F(Y•)
N∂∂ · · · ∂︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
,
where
(3.17) F(Y•) = {(wn, . . . , w1)}
is the finite set of all choices of valuations arising from running the above procedure for the
flag Y•. It is a little messy to unravel what the elements of F(Y•) are in a more explicit
fashion (e.g., each wi is a rank one discrete valuation, but describing the field it is defined on
is already a little tricky). We will postpone describing F(Y•) in more detail.
(Step 4) Return to Equation 3.13. We obtain 1n!
∫
X
c1(OX(D))n =
1
n!
∑
Y•
[k (Yn) : k]∑
(wn,...,w1)∈F(Y•)
Nκ(wn)/k(Yn)∂wn · · · ∂w2∂w1{fα(Y0)α(Y1), fα(Y1)α(Y2), . . . , fα(Yn−1)α(Yn)}
and using Equation 2.5 as well as using that on KM0 the norm is multiplication with the field
extension degree (see Equation 2.4) once more, this simplifies to
(3.18)
1
n!
∑
Y•
∑
(wn,...,w1)∈F(Y•)
[k (wn) : k]∂wn · · · ∂w1{fα(Y0)α(Y1), fα(Y1)α(Y2), . . . , fα(Yn−1)α(Yn)}.
We can rewrite this in terms of the Cartier divisor Cˇech representatives (hα)α of Equation
3.12, giving
(3.19) {fα(Y0)α(Y1), . . . , fα(Yn−1)α(Yn)} =
n∑
c=0
(−1)c{hα(Y0), . . . , ĥα(Yc), . . . , hα(Yn)}
(we refer to Elaboration 3.16 after the proof for details if this was too quick). Thus,
=
1
n!
∑
Y•
∑
(wn,...,w1)∈F(Y•)
n∑
c=0
(−1)c[k (wn) : k]∂wn · · · ∂w1{hα(Y0), . . . , ĥα(Yc), . . . , hα(Yn)}
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Finally, by Proposition 3.9 and switching to the transpose matrix (which does not affect the
determinant), we obtain
=
∑
Y•
∑
(wn,...,w1)∈F(Y•)
n∑
c=0
(−1)c[k (wn) : k]
1
n!
det

w1(hα(Y0)) · · · ̂w1(hα(Yc)) · · · w1(hα(Yn))
w2(hα(Y0))
. . . w2(hα(Yn))
...
...
wn(hα(Y0)) · · · ̂wn(hα(Yc)) · · · wn(hα(Yn))
 ,
where w is the rank n valuation coming from the n-DVF structure induced from the valuations
wn, wn−1, . . . , w1.
(Step 5) It remains to identify the mysterious set F(Y•) from Equation 3.17. We claim that
F(Y•) = G(Y•). Definition 3.11 of G(Y•) is inductive in nature: It begins with choosing w1
and then going down to pick wi on the basis of wi−1. However, the choice of the valuations
in F(Y•) in the above proof is also inductive in the same way. Hence, it suffices to show that
the inductive steps match (it is easy to see that the choice of w1 is done in the same way).
To this end, we return to Equation 3.16, where we had defined that the next valuation wi
“runs through the finitely many extensions of the valuation v
(p−1)
ip−1 to the finite field extension
κ(v
(p)
ip
)”. In this step of the proof this is followed by one more map ∂ and one more map
N . Check that in the definition of ∂ we pick a valuation from the maximal ideals of the
integral closure2 (see §2.3 where this is carefully explained), and in the norm map, we also
pick a valuation from a maximal ideal of the integral closure3 (see Proposition 2.5, where this
originates from). However, instead of taking these two consecutive integral closures, we may
right away only do the second, giving the same outcome. We arrive at the same conditions
as in Definition 3.11. 
Elaboration 3.16. We provide additional details for the computation in Equation 3.19. The
exact sequence of Zariski sheaves 0 → O×X → K×X → K×X/O×X → 0 induces the connecting
homomorphism δ in
H0(X,K×X/O×X) δ−→ H1(X,O×X).
It sends (hα)α to (fαβ)α,β with fαβ := hβ/h
−1
α , and if we use Cˇech representatives on some
open cover U for h, we can still use the same cover for f . We compute
{fα(Y0)α(Y1), . . . , fα(Yn−1)α(Yn)} =
{
hα(Y1)
hα(Y0)
, . . . ,
hα(Yn)
hα(Yn−1)
}
= −
∑
s1=0,1
(−1)d1hα(Ys1 )
{
hα(Y2)
hα(Y1)
, . . . ,
hα(Yn)
hα(Yn−1)
}
and inductively repeating the idea of the last term manipulation,
= (−1)n
∑
s1,...,sn∈{0,1}
(−1)d1+···+dn{hα(Ys1 ), hα(Ys2+1), . . . , hα(Ysn+n−1)}.
As soon as two indices agree, the term is 2-torsion by Lemma 2.3, so cannot map to a non-
trivial element in the integers. Thus, only the selections of n distinct consecutive elements
2integral closure inside the field of fractions of the domain
3here it is the integral closure in a finite extension of the field of fractions
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s1, s2 + 1, . . . , sn + n − 1 of 0 < 1 < · · · < n among these indices is possibly non-zero. So it
suffices if we only consider sequences of the shape (0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, . . . , 1) among the s1, . . . , sn.
For (1, 1, . . . , 1) we get the total sign (−1)n · (−1)n = +1 and each time we increase the
number of leading zeros, the sign changes. Hence, we obtain
=
n∑
c=0
(−1)c{hα(Y0), . . . , ĥα(Yc), . . . , hα(Yn)}
as required.
Question 1. In our example in §4 only two flags contribute. Under what circumstances does
only one single flag Y• contribute a non-zero summand in the right side of the equation of
Theorem 3.15? Can one give a general criterion? If this flag is admissible, G(Y•) contains
only one element (Remark 3.12) and one can choose v to be this top rank valuation, too.
Then the theorem gives an equation only involving one single valuation on both sides of the
equation. Can one understand the equality in this case in terms of convex geometry?
3.4. Proof of the main result.
Theorem 3.17. Let X/k be an irreducible smooth projective variety of dimension n.
(1) Let v : k (X)
× → Znlex be a top rank valuation.
(2) Let D be an ample divisor.
(3) Suppose the graded semigroup Γv(D) is finitely generated.
(4) Choose some m ≥ 1 sufficiently big so that mD is very ample. Let (Uα, fα)α∈I be
the local trivialization of mD as a Cartier divisor on a finite open cover (Uα)α∈I
produced by Lemma 1.8.
(5) Suppose
(3.20) X =
·⋃
α∈I
Σα with Σα ⊆ Uα
is a disjoint decomposition as a set.
Then
Vol
(
convex hull
α∈I
(
1
m
v(hα)
))
=
∑
Y•
∑
(wn,...,w1)∈G(Y•)
n∑
c=0
(−1)c[k (wn) : k]
Vol simplex
〈
w(hα(Y0)), . . .
̂w(hα(Yc)) . . . , w(hα(Yn))
〉
and both values are the volume of the Newton–Okounkov body Vol ∆Y•(D). The first sum
runs over all flags Y• in the sense of Definition 1.1 and for each flag G(Y•) is as in Definition
3.11.
Remark 3.18. The right-hand side is independent of the choice of v.
We point out that by “volume of the simplex” we mean the signed volume, i.e. if the
vectors are in the opposite orientation to the standard basis of Rn, the volume is accordingly
a negative value − see Equations 0.1 and 0.2.
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Proof. Use Theorem 3.15. Then express Vol ∆v(D) using the presentation as a convex poly-
tope coming from Lemma 1.8. We obtain
Vol
(
convex hull
α∈I
(
1
m
v(hα)
))
= Vol ∆v(D)
and this in turn equals
=
∑
Y•
∑
(wn,...,w1)∈F(Y•)
n∑
c=0
(−1)c[k (wn) : k] 1
n!
det
([
w`(hα(Ym))
]
`=1,...,n
m=0,...,ĉ,...,n
)
,
but for n vectors xi ∈ Rn, the expression 1n! det (x1, . . . , xn) is the (signed) volume of the
(oriented) n-simplex in Rn spanned by the vectors x1, . . . , xn. This is clear: Without the
factor n! it is just the volume of the spanned parallelepiped. 
4. A fully worked out example
In this section we will present a detailed example demonstrating our main formula. Our
example will depend on three parameters l ∈ Z≥1, a, b ∈ Z, the first indicates running through
an infinite family of surfaces, while a, b allow us to run through an infinite family of divisors
on them. Hence, in a sense, we discuss a countably infinite set of examples.
Consider the Hirzebruch surface Fl. This is a toric surface, and this is the viewpoint we
shall exploit4. We will use the notation of Fulton [Ful93]. Let N := Z2. The polyhedral fan
Σ in question is the following one.
(4.1)
We write u0, . . . , u6 with even indices to denote the 2-dimensional cones, σ1, . . . , σ7 with odd
indices to denote the 1-dimensional cones and η will denote the origin. This unusual indexing
is used so that we have
(4.2) the cone ui has the two facets σi−1 and σi+1
for all i (tacitly we set σ−1 := σ7). The ray σ3 ends at the point (−1, l). Write X(Σ) for the
toric variety attached to a polyhedral fan Σ. Write Σ ⊆ NR for the polyhedral fan of Figure
4.1, and in brief X := X(Σ). Our X is an integral smooth projective toric surface. We have
Pic(X) ∼= Z 〈σ1, σ3〉. Consider the divisor
D = aσ1 + bσ3 for a, b ∈ Z.
We claim that the divisor D is ample if and only if
(4.3) a > 0 and b− la > 0.
This is not too hard to see, but this computation is also carried out in [CLS11, Example
6.1.16], use that in the notation loc. cit. our D would be aD4 + (b− la)D3, giving our claim
here.
4One could also view Fl as a projective bundle over P1, but this perspective seems less convenient when
setting up the open covers of Theorem 3.17.
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4.1. Step 1: Local equations for the Cartier divisor. We will be aiming towards The-
orem 3.17, so we need to fix a trivialization for the line bundle OX(D) in some open cover.
To this end, we shall use the standard affine opens Ui := X(ui) for i ∈ I := {0, 2, 4, 6}
from the toric theory as our Cˇech cover U of X. This motivates why we denote the top-
dimensional cones by the letter u. Let us compute the Cartier divisor representative of
D ∈ H0(X,K×X/O×X). We write D = (hα)α∈I , and abstractly D =
∑
diσi for odd i and
di ∈ Z (i.e. d5 = d7 = 0). For each i ∈ I this means that we need to solve the equations
(4.4) 〈hi, σi−1〉 = −di−1 and 〈hi, σi+1〉 = −di+1
because σi−1, σi+1 are the facets of the cone ui by our notational convention from Equation
4.2, [Ful93, p. 61, Lemma]. Since the cone is smooth, these rays form a vector space basis
of NR. For example, for i = 2 and if we write xξyψ for the monomial exponents, we have to
solve the equations(
ξ
ψ
)
σ1 = −a that is
(
ξ
ψ
)
·
(
0
1
)
= ψ = −a(
ξ
ψ
)
σ3 = −b that is
(
ξ
ψ
)
·
(−1
l
)
= −ξ + ψl = −b
and therefore h2 := x
b−lay−a. We leave the rest of this computation (i.e. h0, h4, h6) to the
reader. The result is
(4.5) h0 := y
−a h2 := xb−lay−a h4 := xb h6 := 1.
Thus, the Cˇech 1-cocycle for the line bundle class of OX(D) in Pic(X) ∼= H1(X,O×X) is given
by (fαβ) and fαβ := hβh
−1
α (this corresponds to what we had discussed in Elaboration 3.16).
Remark 4.1. These computations also give the divisor polytope PD (as explained in [Ful93,
p. 66]). Its defining inequalities are those of Equation 4.4, just replace “=” with “≥”. If D
is ample (cf. Equation 4.3), we obtain the polytope
(4.6)
which has Euclidean volume (b− la)a (for the box on the left) and 12 la2 (for the triangle on
the right), and so in total ba− 12 la2. By [LM09, Proposition 6.1, (i)] the Newton–Okounkov
body ∆Y•(D) for a suitable flag (see loc. cit.) agrees with PD, so we learn that
(4.7)
1
2!
Volbirat(D) = VolEucl(PD) = ab− 1
2
la2
by [LM09, Theorem A].
Example 4.2. Let us double check the validity of this using intersection theory. We use the
quick formalism of [Ful93, §2.5, p. 43, p.44, last exercise]. We have
l · σ1 = σ7 + σ3 0 · σ3 = σ1 + σ5
(−l) · σ5 = σ3 + σ7 0 · σ7 = σ1 + σ5
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and then σ21 = −l and σ23 = −0 in the Chow ring, if we indentify the names of the rays with
their divisors. The divisors σ5, σ7 are linearly dependent in the Picard group. Thus,
(4.8) D2 = (aσ1 + bσ3) = a
2σ21 + 2abσ1σ3 + b
2σ23 = 2ab− la2,
which confirms Equation 4.7 by using the characterization of the birational volume through
the asymptotic Riemann–Roch theorem. Again, this is only valid since we have the assump-
tions of Equation 4.3 in place.
4.2. Step 2: Using the orbit decomposition. In order to apply Theorem 3.17, we need
to cook up a disjoint decomposition (Σj)j∈I of X as a set, as in Equation 3.20. We do this
as follows: By the orbit-cone correspondence the scheme X can be written as the disjoint
union of its orbits O(τ), where τ runs through all cones of the polyhedral fan, [Ful93, p. 54]
[CLS11, Theorem 3.2.6]. Recall that,
(4.9) Uτ =
∐
µ≤τ
O(µ),
so it will be easy to control Σj ⊆ Uj for j ∈ I if we only build the Σj from disjoint unions of
orbits. Recall that η is the trivial cone; just the origin. It corresponds to the big open orbit
Gm × Gm in the surface. Our naming convention from Equation 4.2 suggests the following
choice:
Σ0 := O(η)qO(σ−1)qO(u0) ⊆ U0
Σ2 := O(σ1)qO(u2) ⊆ U2(4.10)
Σ4 := O(σ3)qO(u4) ⊆ U4
Σ6 := O(σ5)qO(u6) ⊆ U6.
Thus, except for adding the big open orbit O(η) to Σ0, we always just take a rank one Gm-
torus O(σi−1) and a single closed point O(ui). All orbits are present, so this is a valid disjoint
decomposition.
Remark 4.3. The sets Σ2, Σ4 and Σ4 are the underlying sets of affine lines A1k in X. We will
not use this.
4.3. Computing the right side.
4.3.1. Reducing to a finite set of flags. Let us compute the right side in Theorem 3.17, that
is ∑
Y•
∑
(w2,w1)∈G(Y•)
2∑
c=0
(−1)c[k (w2) : k](4.11)
Vol simplex
〈
w(hα(Y0)), . . .
̂w(hα(Yc)) . . . , w(hα(Y2))
〉
.(4.12)
A priori we have no control which of these uncountably many summands will be non-zero,
there is a huge supply of flags Y•. This is best approached as follows: For the evaluation
of each summand we only need to know the values of α(Yi) ∈ I for i = 0, 1, 2 and since
I := {0, 2, 4, 6} we can make a case distinction depending on what values the α(Yi) attain.
These a priori 43 = 64 cases can quickly be cut down to a manageable number:
Possible values for α(Y0): Since Y0 is a codimension zero integral closed subscheme of X,
it can only be all of X. The generic point of X lies in Σ0 by Equation 4.10. Thus, α(Y0) = 0
for all flags.
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Possible values for α(Y1): This is more complicated. The variety Y1 is a curve in X; we
have such for all possible values in I.
We use a trick: In Equation 4.12 we only get a contribution if the valuation vectors
w(hα(Yi)) are non-zero. Otherwise the spanned 2-simplex is degenerate and has volume zero.
But all possible values for hα(Yi) are those listed in Equation 4.5. These are (locally in the
Ui) local equations for the divisors attached to the rays. So, already when computing the
first level valuation, i.e. the v1 in
v(f) = (v1(f), v2(f)),
it can only be non-zero at the divisors coming from these rays, i.e. the T -invariant divisors
on the toric surface. Similarly, all the closed points which form the Y2 of a flag, and which
determine the second component v2(f), can only be possibly non-zero when they lie on such
a divisor. Thus, if at least one component of the vector v(f) needs to be non-zero, we can
restrict for Y1 to T -invariant divisors; and indeed for Y0 to the intersections of such divisors.
Let us record this essential simplification as a lemma:
Lemma 4.4. In Equation 4.11 a non-zero summand can only stem from a flag Y• such that
(4.13) Y0 = X Y1 = V (σi) Y0 = V (uj), Y0 ⊃ Y1 ⊃ Y2,
for some indices i, j (here for an orbit τ we write V (τ) for the orbit closure as in Fulton’s
book).
Besides cutting down the values of Y• in the first sum in Equation 4.11, we get a few more
useful facts from this: All the closed points V (uj) regardless the index j are k-rational, so
in Equation 4.11 we have [k (wn) : k] = 1 for all flags we need to consider. Furthermore, all
these flags are flags of T -invariant divisors in a smooth toric variety and therefore admissible,
so the set G(Y•) contains only a single element, Remark 3.12 (all the local rings in Definition
3.11 are already integrally closed). This also implies that the valuation w is really just the
one attached to Y• itself.
4.3.2. Eliminating a priori vanishing summands. Our sum has therefore simplified to the
finite sum
(4.14)
∑
Y•
as in Eq. 4.13
2∑
c=0
(−1)c Vol simplex
〈
wY•(hα(Y0)), . . .
̂wY•(hα(Yc)) . . . , wY•(hα(Y2))
〉
,
where wY• is the valuation attached to Y•. The summation over c triples the summands we
have to evaluate. We can simplify this: Inspecting Equation 3.18 and Equation 3.19 in the
proof underlying our main formula, we see that we get a sum
1
n!
∑
Y•
∑
(wn,...,w1)∈F(Y•)
[k (wn) : k]∂wn · · · ∂w1{fα(Y0)α(Y1), fα(Y1)α(Y2), . . . , fα(Yn−1)α(Yn)}
first − which later gets transformed into a sum of the shape as in Equation 4.14 (see Elabo-
ration 3.16 for details). In our case, the inner term is
1
2!
∑
Y•
∂w2∂w1{fα(Y0)α(Y1), fα(Y1)α(Y2)},
where (fαβ) are the local equations for the 1-cocycle of OX(D), exactly as explained below
Equation 4.5. We use the following trick: If for a flag Y• the summand
∂w2∂w1{fα(Y0)α(Y1), fα(Y1)α(Y2)}
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is zero, then upon the rewriting in Elaboration 3.16 the 3 resulting terms necessarily add up
to zero, too, so there is no harm in neglecting these flags as summands altogether.
Let us carry out this computation now: We use the indices i and j as introduced in Equation
4.13. Letting columns represent the values of i and rows the values of j, we obtain the possible
summands; their arguments are
1 3 5 7
0 {f02, f20} {f04, f40} {f06, f60} {f00, f00}
2 {f02, f22} {f04, f42} {f06, f62} {f00, f02}
4 {f02, f24} {f04, f44} {f06, f64} {f00, f04}
6 {f02, f26} {f04, f46} {f06, f66} {f00, f06}
Most terms must be zero on general grounds: If both indices agree, we have fαα = 1 because
(4.15) fαβ := hβh
−1
α .
This kills for example the entire right column and a downward diagonal. By the same formula,
we also have {fαβ , fβα} = {fαβ , f−1αβ } and for any f , {f, f−1} is 2-torsion in KM2 by Lemma
2.3, so must be mapped to zero under any map to the reals, and therefore cannot contribute
non-trivially. This leaves only the following pairs (i, j),
1 3 5 7
0
2 {f04, f42} {f06, f62}
4 {f02, f24} {f06, f64}
6 {f02, f26} {f04, f46}
However, many of these index pairs (i, j) cannot occur such that Y• is a flag, i.e. the inclusion
condition in Equation 4.13 would be broken. In detail: Note that σi according to Equation
4.10 lies in Σi+1, so α(σi) = i + 1 (and read Σ8 as Σ0 in the case of σ7). Similarly, the
single point of the orbit uj lies in Σj . Once we are in the orbit O(σi), then by the orbit-cone
correspondence, its closure is
V (σi) = O(σi)qO(ui−1)qO(ui+1),
by [Ful93, p. 54]. Again, our special indexing comes in handy. We deduce that if Y1 = V (σi),
then the closed point Y2 of a flag can only lie in one of these three sets.
If it lies on the orbit O(σi), this means α(Y1) = α(Y2) and thus fα(Y1)α(Y2) = 1 by Equation
4.15, implying that the term {−,−} is zero. Hence, we may restrict to Y2 being the closed
points O(ui−1) or O(ui+1). Again, by Equation 4.10 if it is O(ui+1), they still both lie in
Σi+1, so still α(Y1) = α(Y2), and thus {−,−} is zero. Thus, only O(ui−1) is possible if we
want a non-zero contribution. Using this constraint, only two possibly non-zero summands
remain:
1 3 5 7
0
2 {f04, f42}
4 {f06, f64}
6
and these belong to the following flags:
(1) Y• = (X ⊃ V (σ3) ⊃ V (u2)) with α(Y0) = 0, α(Y1) = 4, α(Y2) = 2, and
(2) Y• = (X ⊃ V (σ5) ⊃ V (u4)) with α(Y0) = 0, α(Y1) = 6, α(Y2) = 4.
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The whole point of the paper is the presence of different flags along which we take the span
of valuation vectors, and here we have isolated the two critical flags in our example. Next,
we return to our original formula in Equation 4.14 − knowing that we only need to evaluate
it for these two flags Y•.
4.3.3. The simplex attached to X ⊃ V (σ3) ⊃ V (u2). For the flag X ⊃ V (σ3) ⊃ V (u2), we can
conveniently compute the valuation vectors in an affine open of X. The closed point V (u2)
lies in U2 by the orbit-cone correspondence. We easily compute that U2 = Spec k[x
−1, xly]. In
this open the local equation for V (σ3) is the principal ideal (x
−1), so this corresponds to the
valuation w1, and V (u2) is cut out by (x
−1, xly), so xly is a uniformizer for the component
w2. Equation 4.14 asks us to compute
2∑
c=0
(−1)c Vol simplex
〈
wY•(hα(Y0)), . . .
̂wY•(hα(Yc)) . . . , wY•(hα(Y2))
〉
= Vol simplex
〈
wY•(h4), wY•(h2)
〉 −Vol simplex 〈wY•(h0), wY•(h2)〉
+ Vol simplex
〈
wY•(h0), wY•(h4)
〉
.
We get
Vol simplex
〈
wY•(h4), wY•(h2)
〉
=
1
2
det
(
w1(x
b) w1(x
b−lay−a)
w2(x
b) w2(x
b−lay−a)
)
=
1
2
det
(
w1(x
b) w1((x
ly)−a · xb)
w2(x
b) w2((x
ly)−a · xb)
)
=
1
2
det
(−b −b
0 −a
)
=
1
2
ab.
The next 2-simplex is more interesting. Note that y−a =
(
xly
)−a · xla and therefore
Vol simplex
〈
wY•(h0), wY•(h2)
〉
=
1
2
det
(
w1(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w1((xly)−a · xb)
w2(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w2((xly)−a · xb)
)
=
1
2
det
(−la −b
−a −a
)
=
1
2
(
la2 − ab) ,
and finally, Vol simplex
〈
wY•(h0), wY•(h4)
〉
equals
=
1
2
det
(
w1(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w1(xb)
w2(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w2(xb)
)
=
1
2
det
(−la −b
−a 0
)
= −1
2
ab.
Thus, the total summand for this flag in Equation 4.14 is
1
2
ab− 1
2
(
la2 − ab)+ 1
2
(−ab) = 1
2
ab− 1
2
la2.
4.3.4. The simplex attached to X ⊃ V (σ5) ⊃ V (u4). Now, we need to do the analogous
evaluation for this flag, but this turns out to be shorter. We write w′ for the valuation of
this flag. The affine open U4 = Spec k[x
−1, x−ly−1] contains O(u4) and O(σ5) by Equation
4.9. The local equation for the orbit closure V (σ5) is the principal ideal (x
−1). The rank one
valuation along this ideal is the first component w′1. Moreover, x
−ly−1 is a uniformizer for
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the valuation w′2. For this flag, Equation 4.14 adds the contribution from
2∑
c=0
(−1)c Vol simplex
〈
wY•(hα(Y0)), . . .
̂wY•(hα(Yc)) . . . , wY•(hα(Y2))
〉
= Vol simplex
〈
wY•(h6), wY•(h4)
〉 −Vol simplex 〈wY•(h0), wY•(h4)〉
+ Vol simplex
〈
wY•(h0), wY•(h6)
〉
.
Note that h6 = 1, so wY•(h6) = 0 irrespective the flag. Thus, two of these 2-simplices are
degenerate and contribute no volume. The only remaining term is
= −Vol simplex 〈wY•(h0), wY•(h4)〉 = −12 det
(
w′1(y
−a) w′1(x
b)
w′2(y
−a) w′2(x
b)
)
= −1
2
det
(
w′1((x
−ly−1)a · xla) w′1(xb)
w′2((x
−ly−1)a · xla) w′2(xb)
)
= −1
2
det
(−la −b
a 0
)
=
1
2
ab.
4.4. Conclusion. Combining the contribution of both flags, we obtain that the right-hand
side of Theorem 3.17 is (
1
2
ab− 1
2
la2
)
+
(
1
2
ab
)
= ab− 1
2
la2.
We had already computed the volume of the Newton–Okounkov body in two different ways in
Equation 4.7 as well as Equation 4.8, and (luckily!) we see that all values agree. It remains to
compute the left-hand side of Theorem 3.17. Recall that this side originates from Proposition
1.5. We need to pick m such that mD is very ample, but on a toric variety a line bundle is
ample if and only if it is very ample, so m = 1 is enough. But then note that the trivializing
equations are those listed in Equation 4.5, but they also mark the extremal points of the
polytope in Figure 4.6, so this is the convex polytope in question. In total, Theorem 3.17
hence reads: For the standard lexicographic valuation v of a toric variety we have
Vol
(
convex hull
(
v(y−a); v(xb−lay−a); v(xb); 0
))
=
1
2
det
(
w1(x
b) w1(x
b−lay−a)
w2(x
b) w2(x
b−lay−a)
)
− 1
2
det
(
w1(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w1((xly)−a · xb)
w2(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w2((xly)−a · xb)
)
+
1
2
det
(
w1(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w1(xb)
w2(
(
xly
)−a · xla) w2(xb)
)
− 1
2
det
(
w′1(y
−a) w′1(x
b)
w′2(y
−a) w′2(x
b)
)
.
This agrees with Equation 0.4, except that all the arguments are spelt out.
Appendix A. Alternative proof of the main theorem
In this appendix, we sketch an alternative proof of the main results. It removes any use
of Milnor K-theory and uses residues instead. The proof is a little weaker because it only
works in characteristic zero.
We only describe how to change the proof. Firstly, in Diagram 2.17 replace Hn(X,KMn )
by Hn(X,ΩnX/C) and γ by the differential logarithm
H∗(X,O×X ⊗ · · · ⊗ O×X) −→ H∗(X,KM∗ ) −→ H∗(X,Ω∗X/k)
x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn 7−→ {x1, . . . , xn} 7−→ dx1
x1
∧ · · · ∧ dxn
xn
.
If we work over the complex numbers, the map τ of Diagram 2.17 then can be replaced by
Hn(X,ΩnX/C)
∼= Hn,n(X) ⊆ H2n(X,C) −→ C,
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i.e. under the Dolbeault isomorphism we identify the cohomology group Hn(X,ΩnX/C) with
the (n, n)-classes in the top Betti cohomology. Doing these replacements is compatible with
intersection theory, i.e. this still computes the same intersection number. However, even
if k is not the complex numbers, we can also just use the evaluation map of Serre duality,
Hn(X,ΩnX/k) → k, using that X/k is integral smooth proper over k. Now use the Cousin
resolution of ΩnX/k, [Har66]. Its terms are skyscraper sheaves of the shape
U 7→
⊕
x∈U(i)
Hpx(X,Ω
n
X/k), where H
p
x(−,−) denotes local cohomology,
where U (i) denotes the set of points x such that {x} has codimension i in X. The ‘alge-
braic partitions of unity’ of [Bra13, §2.1] exist for such sheaves. Notably, [Bra13, Lemma
2] applies. Then form the double complex comparing the Cˇech cohomology of ΩnX/k in a
concrete open cover U with the cohomology of the Cousin complex, imitating [Bra13, §2.2].
The boundary maps ∂(−) get replaced by residue maps; the norm maps get replaced by
trace maps. One proves the analogue of Proposition 3.9, where the left side gets replaced
by resvn · · · resv1
(
df1
f1
∧ · · · ∧ dfnfn
)
and “resv” being the local residue map. This term can
be understood as a Grothendieck residue symbol. Once this is all set up, adapt the proof
of Theorem 3.15. If one runs this variant of the proof in chacteristic p > 0, we only obtain
equality in Theorem 3.15 modulo p, so this proof is strictly weaker than the one using Milnor
K-groups.
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